
All Bandall equipment includes the 
exclusive Bandall UCS “Ultra Clean Seal”

GB

Shelf ready packaging: Paper or film banding is available in many qualities 
and widths. Using an easy to remove band with a well-designed tray or frame 
will use only a slight amount of packaging compared to box, shrink-wrap and 
card alternatives. 

Retail ready packaging: Bundled products simplify handling and save time 
during order picking process. Pre-printed paper or film banding and / or 
printing onto the band while banding means data is always up to date, such 
as branding, EAN codes, batch details, instructions, etc.

Bandall: Who are we?
We are proud to say that Bandall is a 
name synonymous with innovation 
in banding. A family owned company 
of 30 years we continue to uphold 
the values and visions of our 
origins. Building strong, long term 
relationships with our customers, 
distributors, suppliers and partners.

•
Recyclable, compostable, 

biodegradable,  
adhesive-free banding

Shelf Ready  
& Retail Ready 

Save save save by banding instead

Promotional Packaging

Branding by Banding®

Shelf Ready & Retail Ready

Damage-free bundling

Advantages to using banding are clear

›   Much less packaging will be required, is easily disposed of and recyclable. 
Reductions in storage and transport costs and of course packaging waste 
can be significant and worth exploring

›   Products are easy to identify for fast processing  
›   Bands are easily removed by hand for quick handling 
›   No more mounds of boxes in supermarket aisles, so this too doesn’t need to 

be stored or transported 
›   No more badly torn off parts of perforated boxes leaving an untidy display

Reduce waste with product updates by replacing 
printed boxes with flexible banding
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Increase  
efficiency  

and simplify 
handling 

•

›   An established and reputable partner
›   An efficient and reliable partner
›   Trials and easy transition
›   Simple to operate equipment
›   Recyclable, compostable, biodegradable, 

adhesive-free banding 
›   Lowest cost of ownership

Made in Holland: established worldwide 
Bandall strives to continue to offer the best there is in banding equipment 
and service to each of its customers. Together with a carefully selected and 
trained network of international distributors we continue to innovate and build 
partnerships.

Extremely flexible 
Bandall banding equipment places a paper or plastic band around your product 
or products. The applications are virtually limitless, so if you do not see your 
product among our examples please ask. The basic model is the Bandall 
Standard Model, semi-automatic banding machine. Modular, fully automatic, 
integrated inline, multi-unit and bespoke solutions are our speciality.



A band in your own corporate style makes the 
promotional package even more appealing to 
customers in-store

Bandall banding equipment was originally created to band together bundles 
of printed matter. Now bundling documents, stamps, books, labels and IML, 
(premium) boxes, EPS sheeting, mattresses, laundry and textiles, and endless 
more items, this is a packaging and logistical solution with many benefits to 
virtually all industries:

›  Retain the first and last on each stack
›   The thinnest banding paper or film, from 35 micron - only on Bandall 

equipment
›  Eco banding materials from 20 to 125 mm wide
›   Firm bundles that travel easily without becoming loose on the way
›   Remove boxes in boxes (a bonus for e-commerce)
›   A sustainable choice uses far less material AND electricity than shrink wrap
›  Great reductions in packaging costs and a swift return on investment
›   Easy to operate equipment and very little maintenance –  

Bandall has the lowest cost of ownership

Branding by Banding is a growing favourite alternative form of labelling.
A sustainable alternative, give your premium product an exclusive and 
innovative label, show the freshness and appeal of your product while still 
displaying all the branding and content details on the package. 

Branding by Banding offers all of this and more 

›  Full colour highest quality print (up to 10 colours)
›  360° of print area on each and every band, plus the reverse
›  From 20 mm to 125 mm wide
›  A vast choice of papers and films, food safe, FSC certified
›  Recyclable, biodegradable, compostable, adhesive-free banding

In just 3 simple steps our experienced professionals will support you in making 
this a very easy and smooth transition, with the start up and first product 
perfect and on time.

2 for 1, special offers, free gifts, seasonal specials; eye-catching 
promotional banding is a most flexible solution.

Bundling and labelling in one means you have consistently perfect 
packs with the message of your choice in one quick step. With pre-
printed banding and/or printing onto the band at application, quick 
changes to promotional packs are easily made.

Whether you have chocolate bars and boxes, duo packs of domestic 
wipes, tins of fish or a cosmetic gift set, any products stacked or 
bundled together will catch the eye with a brightly printed paper or film 
band. Extremely thin and stable banding materials makes this a highly 
cost saving method, easily packaged and quick to introduce short term.

Add value, save on packaging and improve efficiency.  
In many industries banding offers great advantages to large 
and small producers with all sizes and types of products.

Please ask about our rental, 
hire-purchase and  

leasing opportunities  
for banding equipment

•

Surprising solutions
•

• 
Please ask for our 

sample book of printed 
banding to browse 

through

Promotional 
Packaging 
Perfect packs  
with the message of 
your choice

Branding by Banding®
Design meets sustainability

Damage-free Bundling 
Create perfect stable bundles

Banding together

Band-a-roll: not forgetting that  
banding is also an ideal way to 
secure rolled up products, like rolls of 
packaging, rugs, textiles, insulation, 
bags, ropes and cables, and much more

•
Contoured banding spotlights 

branding and product

High Performance Print & Band 
Unique to Bandall is the added capability of unlimited 
printing at application. Printing onto the pre-printed 
band in any number of positions over the entire width 
and length of the band. For example, if your product has 
a range of say flavours or fillings, each with a long list of 
ingredients and nutritional values, and there is a change. 
Simply update the print and carry on banding.

SHOWTAB – just that bit more…
The additional tab highlights branding, promotions and 
codes for easy access. This optional extra is especially 
valuable where a product requires more labelling than its 
size can naturally carry.

• 
SHOWTAB


